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Massimo Montanari draws readers into the far-flung story of how local and global influences came to flavor Italian identity. The
fusion of ancient Roman cuisine—which consisted of bread, wine, and olives—with the barbarian diet—rooted in bread, milk, and
meat—first formed the basics of modern eating across Europe. From there, Montanari highlights the importance of the Italian city in
the development of gastronomic taste in the Middle Ages, the role of Arab traders in positioning the country as the supreme
producers of pasta, and the nation's healthful contribution of vegetables to the fifteenth-century European diet. Italy became a
receiving country with the discovery of the New World, absorbing corn, potatoes, and tomatoes into its national cuisine. As disaster
dispersed Italians in the nineteenth century, new immigrant stereotypes portraying Italians as "macaroni eaters" spread. However,
two world wars and globalization renewed the perception of Italy and its culture as unique in the world, and the production of food
constitutes an important part of that uniqueness.
American diners began to flock to Chinese restaurants more than a century ago, making Chinese food the first mass-consumed
cuisine in the United States. By 1980, it had become the country's most popular ethnic cuisine. Chop Suey, USA offers the first
comprehensive interpretation of the rise of Chinese food, revealing the forces that made it ubiquitous in the American gastronomic
landscape and turned the country into an empire of consumption. Engineered by a politically disenfranchised, numerically small,
and economically exploited group, Chinese food's tour de America is an epic story of global cultural encounter. It reflects not only
changes in taste but also a growing appetite for a more leisurely lifestyle. Americans fell in love with Chinese food not because of
its gastronomic excellence but because of its affordability and convenience, which is why they preferred the quick and simple
dishes of China while shunning its haute cuisine. Epitomized by chop suey, American Chinese food was a forerunner of
McDonald's, democratizing the once-exclusive dining-out experience for such groups as marginalized Anglos, African Americans,
and Jews. The rise of Chinese food is also a classic American story of immigrant entrepreneurship and perseverance. Barred from
many occupations, Chinese Americans successfully turned Chinese food from a despised cuisine into a dominant force in the
restaurant market, creating a critical lifeline for their community. Chinese American restaurant workers developed the concept of
the open kitchen and popularized the practice of home delivery. They streamlined certain Chinese dishes, such as chop suey and
egg foo young, turning them into nationally recognized brand names.
More than MomÕs apple pie, peanut butter is the all-American food. With its rich, roasted-peanut aroma and flavor; caramel hue;
and gooey, consoling texture, peanut butter is an enduring favorite, found in the pantries of at least 75 percent of American
kitchens. Americans eat more than a billion pounds a year. According to the Southern Peanut Growers, a trade group, thatÕs
enough to coat the floor of the Grand Canyon (although the association doesnÕt say to what height). Americans spoon it out of the
jar, eat it in sandwiches by itself or with its bread-fellow jelly, and devour it with foods ranging from celery and raisins (Òants on a
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logÓ) to a grilled sandwich with bacon and bananas (the classic ÒElvisÓ). Peanut butter is used to flavor candy, ice cream,
cookies, cereal, and other foods. It is a deeply ingrained staple of American childhood. Along with cheeseburgers, fried chicken,
chocolate chip cookies (and apple pie), peanut butter is a consummate comfort food. In Creamy and Crunchy are the stories of Jif,
Skippy, Peter Pan; the plight of black peanut farmers; the resurgence of natural or old-fashioned peanut butter; the reasons why
Americans like peanut butter better than (almost) anyone else; the five ways that todayÕs product is different from the original; the
role of peanut butter in fighting Third World hunger; and the Salmonella outbreaks of 2007 and 2009, which threatened peanut
butterÕs sacred place in the American cupboard. To a surprising extent, the story of peanut butter is the story of twentieth-century
America, and Jon Krampner writes its first popular history, rich with anecdotes and facts culled from interviews, research, travels in
the peanut-growing regions of the South, personal stories, and recipes.
Taste as Experience puts the pleasure of food at the center of human experience. It shows how the sense of taste informs our
preferences for and relationship to nature, pushes us toward ethical practices of consumption, and impresses upon us the
importance of aesthetics. Eating is often dismissed as a necessary aspect of survival, and our personal enjoyment of food is
considered a quirk. Nicola Perullo sees food as the only portion of the world we take in on a daily basis, constituting our first and
most significant encounter with the earth. Perullo has long observed people's food practices and has listened to their food
experiences. He draws on years of research to explain the complex meanings behind our food choices and the thinking that
accompanies our gustatory actions. He also considers our indifference toward food as a force influencing us as much as
engagement. For Perullo, taste is value and wisdom. It cannot be reduced to mere chemical or cultural factors but embodies the
quality and quantity of our earthly experience.
Le rôle de l’alcool dans la vie en société, que ce soit sous forme de vin, de bière ou de spiritueux, fut constant et souvent
controversé. Rod Phillips jette dans cet ouvrage un regard original sur les mœurs et les mentalités en matière de consommation
d’alcool. Il embrasse neuf mille ans d’histoire économique et culturelle et lève le voile sur les tensions qui existèrent entre les
produits sains des régimes alimentaires quotidiens et les objets d’inquiétude sociale, politique et religieuse que sont les boissons
alcooliques. Dans les villes d’Europe et d’Amérique, l’alcool fut perçu comme aussi salubre que l’eau non traitée; il devint la
boisson privilégiée, mais les autorités gouvernementales et religieuses le soumirent à plus de règlements que tout autre produit.
Comme source potentielle de perturbations sociales, la consommation d’alcool créa des frontières capricieuses d’acceptabilité et
d’inacceptabilité et transcenda les barrières de classe, de race et de sexe. Rod Phillips traque les significations culturelles
toujours mouvantes de ces puissantes boissons et en arrive à un étonnant raisonnement : certaines sociétés sont entrées dans
des phases >. Son livre est le premier à examiner et à expliquer les significations et les influences de l’alcool avec une telle
profondeur, sur une telle durée et dans une perspective mondiale.
Finally someone has gone straight to the real experts: hundreds of men and women who have resolved a drinking problem. The
best-selling author Anne M. Fletcher asked them a simple question: how did you do it? The result is the first completely unbiased
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guide for problem drinkers, one that shatters long-held assumptions about alcohol recovery. Myth: AA is the only way to get sober.
Reality: More than half the people Fletcher surveyed recovered without AA. Myth: You can't get sober on your own. Reality: Many
people got sober by themselves. Myth: One drink inevitably leads right back to the bottle. Reality: A small number of people find
they can have an occasional drink. Myth: There's nothing you can do for someone with a drinking problem until he or she is ready.
Reality: Family and friends can make a big difference if they know how to help. Weaving together the success stories of ordinary
people and the latest scientific research on the subject, Fletcher uncovers a vital truth: no single path to sobriety is right for every
individual. There are many ways to get sober - and stay sober. SOBER FOR GOOD is for anyone who has ever struggled not to
drink, coped with someone who has a drinking problem, or secretly wondered, "Do I drink too much?"
From the Native Americans who arrived in the area 5,000 years before New York was New York, and who planted the maize,
squash, and beans that European and other settlers to the New World embraced centuries later, to Greek diners in the city that
are arguably not diners at all, this is the first A-Z reference work to take a broad and historically-informed approach to NYC food
and drink.

Drinking HistoryFifteen Turning Points in the Making of American BeveragesColumbia University Press
Alcohol and drugs play a significant role in society, regardless of socioeconomic class. This encyclopedia looks at the
history of all drugs in North America, including alcohol, tobacco, prescription drugs, cannabis, cocaine, heroin,
methamphetamine, and even chocolate and caffeinated drinks.
The Definitive Guide to Insects as a Sustainable Food Source In The Insect Cookbook, two entomologists and a chef
make the case for insects as a sustainable source of protein for humans and a necessary part of our future diet. They
provide consumers and chefs with the essential facts about insects for culinary use, with recipes simple enough to make
at home yet boasting the international flair of the world's most chic dishes. "Invite politicians to dinner and let them tell the
world how delicious it is.... They will proudly go around and say, 'I ate crickets, I ate locusts, and they were
delicious.'"—Kofi Annan The Insect Cookbook features delicious recipes and interviews with top chefs, insect farmers,
political figures, and nutrition experts, including chef René Redzepi, whose establishment was elected three times as
"best restaurant of the world"; Kofi Annan, former secretary-general of the United Nations; and Daniella Martin of Girl
Meets Bug. The book contains all you need to know about cooking with insects, where to buy them, which ones are
edible, and how to store and prepare them at home and in commercial spaces.
Though ancient rabbinic texts are fundamental to analyzing the history of Judaism, they are also daunting for the novice
to read. Rabbinic literature presumes tremendous prior knowledge, and its fascinating twists and turns in logic can be
disorienting. Rabbinic Drinking helps learners at every level navigate this brilliant but mystifying terrain by focusing on
rabbinic conversations about beverages, such as beer and
wine, water, and even breast milk. By studying the contents of
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a drinking vessel—including the contexts and practices in which they are imbibed—Rabbinic Drinking surveys key themes
in rabbinic literature to introduce readers to the main contours of this extensive body of historical documents. Features
and Benefits: Contains a broad array of rabbinic passages, accompanied by didactic and rich explanations and
contextual discussions, both literary and historical Thematic chapters are organized into sections that include significant
and original translations of rabbinic texts Each chapter includes in-text references and concludes with a list of both
referenced works and suggested additional readings
This three-volume encyclopedia on the history of American food and beverages covers topics ranging from early
American Indian foods to mandatory nutrition information at fast food restaurants.
Note-by-Note Cooking is a landmark in the annals of gastronomy, liberating cooks from the constraints of traditional
ingredients and methods through the use of pure molecular compounds. 1-Octen-3-ol, which has a scent of wild
mushrooms; limonene, a colorless liquid hydrocarbon that has the smell of citrus; sotolon, whose fragrance at high
concentrations resembles curry and at low concentrations, maple syrup or sugar; tyrosine, an odorless but flavorful
amino acid present in cheeseÑthese and many other substances, some occurring in nature, some synthesized in the
laboratoryÑmake it possible to create novel tastes and flavors in the same way that elementary sound waves can be
combined to create new sounds. Note-by-note cooking promises to add unadulterated nutritional value to dishes of all
kinds, actually improving upon the health benefits of so-called natural foods. Cooking with molecular compounds will be
far more energy efficient and environmentally sustainable than traditional techniques of cooking. This new way of thinking
about food heralds a phase of culinary evolution on which the long-term survival of a growing human population depends.
HervŽ This clearly explains the properties of naturally occurring and synthesized compounds, dispels a host of
misconceptions about the place of chemistry in cooking, and shows why note-by-note cooking is an obviousÑand
inevitableÑextension of his earlier pioneering work in molecular gastronomy. An appendix contains a representative
selection of recipes, vividly illustrated in color.
In this global collaboration of essays, chefs and scientists test various hypotheses and theories concerning? the physical
and chemical properties of food. Using traditional and cutting-edge tools, ingredients, and techniques, these pioneers
create--and sometimes revamp--dishes that respond to specific desires, serving up an original encounter with
gastronomic practice. From grilled cheese sandwiches, pizzas, and soft-boiled eggs to Turkish ice cream, sugar glasses,
and jellified beads, the essays in The Kitchen as Laboratory cover a range of culinary creations and their history and
culture. They consider the significance of an eater's background and dining atmosphere and the importance of a chef's
methods, as well as strategies used to create a great diversity of foods and dishes. Contributors end each essay with
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their personal thoughts on food, cooking, and science, thus offering rare insight into a professional's passion for
experimenting with food.
Presents a history of alcohol, discussing its social and economic impact and the tensions between those who saw alcohol
as a healthy alternative to untreated water and the views of governments and religious bodies, which saw it as a source
of social instability.
Popularized by Michael Pollan in his best-selling In Defense of Food, Gyorgy Scrinis's concept of nutritionism refers to
the reductive understanding of nutrients as the key indicators of healthy food—an approach that has dominated nutrition
science, dietary advice, and food marketing. Scrinis argues this ideology has narrowed and in some cases distorted our
appreciation of food quality, such that even highly processed foods may be perceived as healthful depending on their
content of "good" or "bad" nutrients. Investigating the butter versus margarine debate, the battle between low-fat, lowcarb, and other weight-loss diets, and the food industry's strategic promotion of nutritionally enhanced foods, Scrinis
reveals the scientific, social, and economic factors driving our modern fascination with nutrition. Scrinis develops an
original framework and terminology for analyzing the characteristics and consequences of nutritionism since the late
nineteenth century. He begins with the era of quantification, in which the idea of protective nutrients, caloric reductionism,
and vitamins' curative effects took shape. He follows with the era of good and bad nutritionism, which set nutricentric
dietary guidelines and defined the parameters of unhealthy nutrients; and concludes with our current era of functional
nutritionism, in which the focus has shifted to targeted nutrients, superfoods, and optimal diets. Scrinis's research
underscores the critical role of nutrition science and dietary advice in shaping our relationship to food and our bodies and
in heightening our nutritional anxieties. He ultimately shows how nutritionism has aligned the demands and perceived
needs of consumers with the commercial interests of food manufacturers and corporations. Scrinis also offers an
alternative paradigm for assessing the healthfulness of foods—the food quality paradigm—that privileges food production
and processing quality, cultural-traditional knowledge, and sensual-practical experience, and promotes less reductive
forms of nutrition research and dietary advice.
In the West, we have identified only four basic tastes—sour, sweet, salty, and bitter—that, through skillful combination and
technique, create delicious foods. Yet in many parts of East Asia over the past century, an additional flavor has entered
the culinary lexicon: umami, a fifth taste impression that is savory, complex, and wholly distinct. Combining culinary
history with recent research into the chemistry, preparation, nutrition, and culture of food, Mouritsen and Styrbæk
encapsulate what we know to date about the concept of umami, from ancient times to today. Umami can be found in
soup stocks, meat dishes, air-dried ham, shellfish, aged cheeses, mushrooms, and ripe tomatoes, and it can enhance
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other taste substances to produce a transformative gustatory experience. Researchers have also discovered which
substances in foodstuffs bring out umami, a breakthrough that allows any casual cook to prepare delicious and more
nutritious meals with less fat, salt, and sugar. The implications of harnessing umami are both sensuous and social,
enabling us to become more intimate with the subtleties of human taste while making better food choices for ourselves
and our families. This volume, the product of an ongoing collaboration between a chef and a scientist, won the Danish
national Mad+Medier-Prisen (Food and Media Award) in the category of academic food communication.
In these fascinating interviews, winemakers from the United States and abroad clarify the complex process of converting
grapes into wine, with more than forty vintners candidly discussing how a combination of talent, passion, and experience
shape the outcome of their individual wines. Each winemaker details their personal approach to the various steps
required to convert grapes into wine. Natalie Berkowitz speaks to winemakers from different backgrounds who work in
diverse wine-producing regions, including Chile, England, France, Germany, Greece, Israel, Italy, Portugal, Slovenia,
Spain, and the United States. They talk about familiar and unfamiliar grape varietals, their struggles with local terroirs,
and the vagaries of Mother Nature. Some represent small family wineries with limited production while others work for
corporations producing hundreds of thousands of bottles. Each individual offers rare insight into how new technologies
are revolutionizing historic winemaking practices. The interviews are supplemented with personal recipes and maps of
winemaking regions. An aroma wheel captures the vast array of wineÕs complex flavors and aromas.
This collection of essays helps readers to examine the issue of alcohol from a variety of international perspectives.
Topics covered include global trends in alcohol consumption, abuse issues in various countries, including Australia,
Yemen, Kenya and Russia, and strategies to curb alcohol abuse. Readers will examine the relationship between religion
and alcohol around the globe, and alcohol culture and tradition. Essay sources include the World Health Organization,
Associated Press, Lee Ho-jeong, Fazile Zahir, Irene Mwivano, and Alfred de Montesquiou.
The way in which religious people eat reflects not only their understanding of food and religious practice but also their
conception of society and their place within it. This anthology considers theological foodways, identity foodways,
negotiated foodways, and activist foodways in the United States, Canada, and the Caribbean. Original essays explore
the role of food and eating in defining theologies and belief structures, creating personal and collective identities,
establishing and challenging boundaries and borders, and helping to negotiate issues of community, religion, race, and
nationality. Contributors consider food practices and beliefs among Christians, Jews, Muslims, and Buddhists, as well as
members of new religious movements, Afro-Caribbean religions, interfaith families, and individuals who consider food
itself a religion. They traverse a range of geographic regions, from the Southern Appalachian Mountains to North
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America's urban centers, and span historical periods from the colonial era to the present. These essays contain a variety
of methodological and theoretical perspectives, emphasizing the embeddedness of food and eating practices within
specific religions and the embeddedness of religion within society and culture. The volume makes an excellent resource
for scholars hoping to add greater depth to their research and for instructors seeking a thematically rich, vivid, and
relevant tool for the classroom.
? Christian Heurich (1842–1945) was not only Washington D.C.’s most successful brewer, he was the world’s oldest,
with 90 years’ experience. He walked across central Europe learning his craft, survived a shipboard cholera epidemic,
recovered from malaria and worked as a roustabout on a Caribbean banana boat—all by age 30. Heurich lived most of his
life in Washington, becoming its largest private landowner and opening the city’s largest brewery. He won a “beer war”
against his rivals and his beers won medals at World’s Fairs. He was trapped in Europe while on vacation at the start of
both World Wars, once sleeping through an air raid, and was accused of being a German spy plotting to assassinate
Woodrow Wilson. A notably odd episode: when they began to tear down his old brewery to build the Kennedy Center, the
wrecking ball bounced off the walls. Drawing on family papers and photos, the author chronicles Heurich’s life and the
evolving beer industry before and after Prohibition.
• More than 700 A–Z entries on fast food, comfort food, and junk food, ranging from breakfast cereals to burgers and fries to snack chips and
candy • A chronology of the significant events in the history of junk food and fast food • A bibliography containing more than 200 entries with
citations to books, articles, and websites • A glossary of important terms used in the encyclopedia • A Resource Guide containing important
DVDs, films and videos, and television series
Translation of: Schlafender Lotos, trunkenes Huhn.
A companion to Andrew F. Smith’s critically acclaimed and popular Eating History: Thirty Turning Points in the Making of American Cuisine,
this volume recounts the individuals, ingredients, corporations, controversies, and myriad events responsible for America’s diverse and
complex beverage scene. Smith revisits the country’s major historical moments—colonization, the American Revolution, the Whiskey
Rebellion, the temperance movement, Prohibition, and its repeal—and he tracks the growth of the American beverage industry throughout the
world. The result is an intoxicating encounter with an often overlooked aspect of American culture and global influence. Americans have
invented, adopted, modified, and commercialized tens of thousands of beverages—whether alcoholic or nonalcoholic, carbonated or
caffeinated, warm or frozen, watery or thick, spicy or sweet. These include uncommon cocktails, varieties of coffee and milk, and such iconic
creations as Welch’s Grape Juice, Coca-Cola, root beer, and Kool-Aid. Involved in their creation and promotion were entrepreneurs and
environmentalists, bartenders and bottlers, politicians and lobbyists, organized and unorganized criminals, teetotalers and drunks, German
and Italian immigrants, savvy advertisers and gullible consumers, prohibitionists and medical professionals, and everyday Americans in love
with their brew. Smith weaves a wild history full of surprising stories and explanations for such classic slogans as “taxation with and without
representation;” “the lips that touch wine will never touch mine;” and “rum, Romanism, and rebellion.” He reintroduces readers to Samuel
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Adams, Thomas Jefferson, George Washington, and the colorful John Chapman (Johnny Appleseed), and he rediscovers America’s vast
literary and cultural engagement with beverages and their relationship to politics, identity, and health.
How to harvest ice -- How to manufacture ice -- How ice (and the perishable food it preserved) make it to consumers -- How ice changed the
American diet and American life -- How household refrigerators changed the ice market forever
This book is a definitive reference work on American drinking, presenting results that are not based on the skewed and captive samples
found in hospital treatment settings, but rather on the general population. This means that the study addresses not only problem drinkers and
drinking problems but also documents in rich detail the much more common drinking patterns of the vast majority of Americans. Special
attention is given, for the first time in such surveys, to drinking patterns among Blacks and Hispanics.
Chinese food first became popular in America under the shadow of violence against Chinese aliens, a despised racial minority ineligible for
United States citizenship. The founding of late-nineteenth-century "chop suey" restaurants that pitched an altered version of Cantonese
cuisine to white patrons despite a virulently anti-Chinese climate is one of several pivotal events in Anne Mendelson's thoughtful history of
American Chinese food. Chow Chop Suey uses cooking to trace different stages of the Chinese community's footing in the larger white
society. Mendelson begins with the arrival of men from the poorest district of Canton Province during the Gold Rush. She describes the
formation of American Chinatowns and examines the curious racial dynamic underlying the purposeful invention of hybridized Chinese
American food, historically prepared by Cantonese-descended cooks for whites incapable of grasping Chinese culinary principles. Mendelson
then follows the eventual abolition of anti-Chinese immigration laws and the many demographic changes that transformed the face of
Chinese cooking in America during and after the Cold War. Mendelson concludes with the post-1965 arrival of Chinese immigrants from
Taiwan, Southeast Asia, and many regions of mainland China. As she shows, they have immeasurably enriched Chinese cooking in America
but tend to form comparatively self-sufficient enclaves in which they, unlike their predecessors, are not dependent on cooking for a white
clientele.
Over the past decade, the popularity of cocktails has returned with gusto. Amateur and professional mixologists alike have set about
recovering not just the craft of the cocktail, but also its history, philosophy, and culture. The Shaken and the Stirred features essays written by
distillers, bartenders and amateur mixologists, as well as scholars, all examining the so-called 'Cocktail Revival' and cocktail culture. Why has
the cocktail returned with such force? Why has the cocktail always acted as a cultural indicator of class, race, sexuality and politics in both the
real and the fictional world? Why has the cocktail revival produced a host of professional organizations, blogs, and conferences devoted to
examining and reviving both the drinks and habits of these earlier cultures?

One morning while reading Barron's, Kara Newman took note of a casual bit of advice offered by famed commodities
trader Jim Rogers. "Buy breakfast," he told investors, referring to the increasing value of pork belly and frozen orange
juice futures. The statement inspired Newman to take a closer look at agricultural commodities, from the iconic pork belly
to the obscure peppercorn and nutmeg. The results of her investigation, recorded in this fascinating history, show how
contracts listed on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange can read like a menu and how market behavior can dictate global
economic and culinary practice. The Secret Financial Life of Food reveals the economic pathways that connect food to
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consumer, unlocking the mysteries behind culinary trends, grocery pricing, and restaurant dining. Newman travels back
to the markets of ancient Rome and medieval Europe, where vendors first distinguished between "spot sales" and "sales
for delivery." She retraces the storied spice routes of Asia and recounts the spice craze that prompted Christopher
Columbus's journey to North America, linking these developments to modern-day India's bustling peppercorn market.
Newman centers her history on the transformation of corn into a ubiquitous commodity and uses oats, wheat, and rye to
recast America's westward expansion and the Industrial Revolution. She discusses the effects of such megacorporations as Starbucks and McDonalds on futures markets and considers burgeoning markets, particularly "super
soybeans," which could scramble the landscape of food finance. The ingredients of American power and culture, and the
making of the modern world, can be found in the history of food commodities exchange, and Newman connects this
unconventional story to the how and why of what we eat.
To some, food allergies seem like fabricated cries for attention. To others, they pose a dangerous health threat. Food
allergies are bound up with so many personal and ideological concerns that it is difficult to determine what is medical and
what is myth. Another Person's Poison parses the political, economic, cultural, and genuine health factors of a
phenomenon that dominates our interactions with others and our understanding of ourselves. For most of the twentieth
century, food allergies were considered a fad or junk science. While many physicians and clinicians argued that certain
foods could cause a range of chronic problems, from asthma and eczema to migraines and hyperactivity, others believed
that allergies were psychosomatic. 'This book traces the trajectory of this debate and its effect on public-health policy and
the production, manufacture, and consumption of food. Are rising allergy rates purely the result of effective lobbying and
a booming industry built on self-diagnosis and expensive remedies? Or should physicians become more flexible in their
approach to food allergies and more careful in their diagnoses? Exploring the issue from scientific, political, economic,
social, and patient-centered perspectives, this book is the first to engage fully with the history of a major modern affliction,
illuminating society's troubled relationship with food, disease, nature, and the creation of medical knowledge.
Reports for 1943-1966 include report of the New York State Board of Social Welfare.
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